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Wireless networks are an emerging new technology that allow
user to access information and services electronically,
Regardless of their geographic position
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I. INTRODUCTION
Infrastructured Network consists of fixed base stations
while communications take place using technique
handoff. It connects with new base station and start
communication when mobile goes out of range of one
base station.Advantages over Ad-hoc networks [2]. (a)
Efficiently utilize network resources. (b) single-hop
routes, results in: - lower delay and loss and higher data
rates Examples: Wireless LANs, paging systems, and
cellular phone systems. Base station coordination in
infrastructure-based networks provides a centralized
control mechanism for transmission scheduling, dynamic
resource allocation, power control, and handoff [1]. As
such, it can more efficiently utilize network resources to
meet the performance requirements of individual users.
Moreover, most networks with infrastructure are
designed so that mobile terminals transmit directly to a
base station, with no multihop routing through
intermediate wireless nodes. In general these single-hop
routes have lower delay and loss, higher data rates, and
more flexibility than multihop routes. For these reasons,
the performance of infrastructure-based wireless
networks tends to be much better than in networks
without infrastructure [2]. However, it is sometimes more
expensive or simply not feasible or practical to deploy
infrastructure, in which case ad hoc wireless networks
are the best option despite their typically inferior
performance.
Handover/Handoff is the process of automatically
switching a call in progress from one traffic channel to
another to neutralize the adverse effects of user
movements [2]
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Figure 1: Connections are transferred from one segment to another
during motion.

Infrastructure less Networks: The network is ad hoc
because it does not rely on a pre existing infrastructure,
such as routers in wired networks or access points in
managed (infrastructure) wireless networks. Instead,
each node participates in routing by forwarding data for
other nodes, so the determination of which nodes forward
data is made dynamically on the basis of network
connectivity. In addition to the classic routing, ad hoc
networks can use flooding for forwarding data [2]. An ad
hoc network is made up of multiple “nodes” connected
by “links.”Links are influenced by the node's resources
(e.g., transmitter power, computing power and memory)
and behavioral properties (e.g., reliability), as well as
link properties (e.g. length-of-link and signal loss,
interference and noise). Since links can be connected or
disconnected at any time, a functioning network must be
able to cope with this dynamic restructuring, preferably
in a way that is timely, efficient, reliable, robust, and
scalable. Ad Hoc Mode does not require an access point;
it's easier to set up, especially in a small or temporary
network [6]. As the Ad Hoc topology changes,
throughput and range will change, sometimes in
unanticipated ways. New users will have an easier time
learning wireless strengths and weaknesses with
Infrastructure Mode, and therefore the NETGEAR
Installation Guides focus on it. [3] In Ad Hoc Mode,
chains of computers will connect to pass your data, if
your computer is not directly in range. On the other hand,
you do not have control over the path your data takes.
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The automatic configuration routines may send your data
through several computers, causing significant network
delays. In an Ad Hoc network with many computers, the
amount of interference for all computers will go up, since
each is trying to use the same frequency channel [7].
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changes rapidly thus snapshot available are valid for
very small time only this is dynamic topology. In
adhoc network routing table must reflect these
changes. In figure 3 there are 2 paths from A to C
there for Router A can choose shortest path it could
be via C also depending on the weighted Edges [3].

Figure 2: Wireless devices connected together

II. ROUTING
It is the process of selecting best paths in a network along
which to send network traffic. In packet switching
networks, routing directs packet forwarding (the transit
of logically addressed network packets from their source
toward
their
ultimate
destination)
through
intermediate nodes. Intermediate nodes are typically
network
hardware
devices
such
as routers, bridges, gateways, firewalls, or switches [3].
General-purpose computers can also forward packets and
perform routing, though they are not specialized
hardware and may suffer from limited performance. The
routing process usually directs forwarding on the basis
of routing tables which maintain a record of the routes to
various network destinations. Thus, constructing routing
tables, which are held in the router's memory, is very
important for efficient routing.
In case of overlapping/equal routes, the following
elements are considered in order to decide which routes
get installed into the routing table (sorted by priority):
1.

2.
3.

Prefix-Length: where longer subnet masks are
preferred (independent if it is within a routing
protocol or over different routing protocol)
Metric: where a lower metric/cost is preferred (only
valid within one and the same routing protocol)
Administrative distance: where a lower distance is
preferred (only valid between different routing
protocols) It may face some problems: 1)
Asymmetric links: link between A and B might be
good but Reverse might not be true. Since topology

Figure 3: Connection between all the nodes for communication

III. Destination-Sequenced Distance-Vector
Routing (DSDV)
It is a table-driven routing scheme for ad hoc mobile
networks based on the Bellman–Ford algorithm. DSDV
requires a regular update of its routing tables, which uses
up battery power and a small amount of bandwidth even
when the network is idle [4]. Whenever the topology of
the network changes, a new sequence number is
necessary before the network re-converges; thus, DSDV
is not suitable for highly dynamic networks.

Figure 4: Destination-Sequenced Distance-Vector Routing
TABLE 1
Using the values of above parameters table is created
A’s Table
B’s Table
C’s Table
D’s Table
E’s Table
A
0
A
5
A
2
A
3
A
∞
B
5
B
0
B
4
B
∞
B
3
C
2
C
4
C
0
C
∞
C
4
D
3
D
∞
D
∞
D
0
D
∞
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∞

E

3

E

4

E

∞

E

0

TABLE 2
Updation of A’s Table
A’s modified table using C
A

4

C

B

6

C

C

2

C

D

∞

C

E

6

C

# Here values are taken in such a way that A can travel
all the other roots as well itself. Example A-A, A-B, A-C,
A-D, A-E using C as the mid station.
Figure 5: Ad hoc On Demand Distance Vector Routing
TABLE 3
Updated Table using C
On Comparing modified table of A and Original Table of
A
A
0
C
B
5
C
C
2
C
D
3
C
E
6
C

# In the modified table of A, value of E comes out to be 6.
Whose Earlier value was infinite (∞)
As (6 < ∞) therefore its smaller value is taken.

IV. Ad hoc On Demand Distance Vector
Routing (AODV)
The Ad hoc On Demand Distance Vector (AODV)
routing algorithm is a routing protocol designed for ad
hoc mobile networks. AODV is capable of both unicast
and multicast routing[10]. It is an on demand algorithm,
meaning that it builds routes between nodes only as
desired by source nodes. It maintains these routes as long
as they are needed by the sources. AODV builds routes
using a route request / route reply query cycle it
broadcasts a route request (RREQ) packet across the
network. Nodes receiving this packet update their
information for the source node and set up backwards
pointers to the source node in the route tables. In addition
to the source node's IP address, current sequence number,
and broadcast ID, the RREQ also contains the most
recent sequence number for the destination of which the
source node is aware. A node receiving the RREQ may
send a route reply (RREP) if it is either the destination or
if it has a route to the destination with corresponding
sequence number greater than or equal to that contained
in the RREQ. If this is the case, it unicasts a RREP back
to the source [5]. Otherwise, it rebroadcasts the RREQ.
AODV maintains routes for as long as the route is active

V. DIFFERENCE BETWEEN DSDV AND
AODV
TABLE 4
Differences
Destination-Sequenced Distance- Ad hoc On Demand Distance
Vector Routing (DSDV)
Vector Routing (AODV)
Attempts to maintain consistent A route is build only when
up to date information from each required.[4]
node to every other node in the
network[10].
Constant propagation of routing No periodic updates. Control
information periodically even information is not propagated
when topology change does not unless there is a change in the
occur.
topology.
Incurs substantial traffic and Does not incur substantial traffic
power consumption which is and
power
consumption
generally scarce in mobile compared
to table driven
computers.
protocols[9].
First packet latency is less as First packet latency is more when
compared with on demand compared with table driven
protocols.
protocols because a route need to
be built.
A route to every other node in ad- Not available.
hoc network is always available.

VI. PROBLEMS WITH ROUTING IN
MOBILE ADHOC NETWORKS
1.

2.

Asymmetric links: Most of the wires networks
reply on the symmetric links which are always
fixed. But this is not the case with adhoc
networks as the nodes are mobile and constantly
changing their position within network. For
Example node B send signal to node A but this
does not tell anything about the quality of the
connection in reverse direction.
Routing Overhead: in wireless network, nodes
often change their location within network. So,
some stable routes are generated in the routing
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3.

4.

table which leads to unnecessary routing
overhead.
Interference: This is the major problem with
adhoc networks as links come and go depending
on the transmission characteristics, one
transmission might interference with another
one and node might over near transmission of
other nodes and can corrupt the total
transmission.
Dynamic Topology: This is also major problem
with adhoc routing since the topology is not
constant. The mobile node might more or
medium characteristics might change. In Adhoc
networks, routing table must some how reflect
these changes in topology and routing algorithm
have to be updated. For example in a fixed
routing table updating takes place for every 30
sec. This updating frequency might be low for
adhoc networks.

VII. HYBRID METHOD
In this method we use both Destination Sequenced
Distance Vector Routing (DSDV) as well as Ad hoc On
Demand Distance Vector Routing (AODV) Protocol.
Which is known as Ad hoc Destination Sequenced
Distance Vector Routing (ADSDV)? In this method we
will firstly choose the shortest path which is easier in
Ad hoc On Demand Distance Vector Routing (AODV)
Protocol and then we will maintain the table of that
particular route using Destination Sequenced Distance
Vector Routing (DSDV). This procedure is applied as the
preference over both the technique to solve the problems
easily. This includes 3 steps such as:
Step 1:
Choosing shortest and appropriate path between 2
vertices. For Example in fig 6
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there fore creating a table only for C rather than for all
the elements
TABLE 5

Using the values of above parameters table is created
A’s Table
A
B
C
D

0
4
2
∞

Use the Table between source and Destination only that
is A and D. Now update the table using number of path
present rather than comparing all the vertices. That is AC-D is 4, A-B-D is 9, A-B-C-D is 7. (4 < 7 < 9) there for
we will choose the distance between source and
Destination is to be 4. Now new table arrive will be
TABLE 6
Modified Table
A’s Table
A
B
C
D

0
4
2
4

VIII. CONCLUSION
In this work, improved methodology for DestinationSequenced Distance-Vector Routing as well as Ad
hoc On Demand Distance Vector Routing (AODV)
Protocol is discussed using Hybrid technology. This
method offers improved value of performance
parameters such as comparison and updation of tables as
compared to Hybrid technique. During the analysis of its
result it is also observed that no longer comparison is
needed. It is much better than other available methods for
Choosing and assigning path. Example shows better
value of A’s Table which alternatively results in reduced
time and improved method over Ad hoc On Demand
Distance Vector Routing (AODV) and Destination
Sequenced Distance Vector Routing (DSDV). Proposed
method is also verified for three time’s longer length; and
observed that even for such long distance; error does not
occur and offers negligible time in calculation.
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